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REPORT
Development Services
To:

Mayor Coté and Members of Council

Date:

11/21/2016

From:

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services

File:

13.2525.20

Item #:

399/2016

Subject:

Official Community Plan Review: Summary of Feedback and Discussion
of the Area Around the 22nd Street SkyTrain Station

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council provide comment to staff regarding the draft Land Use Designation
Map as outlined in the “Feedback from Council” section of this report, which can be
used by staff to determine the land use designations for the area around the 22nd
Street SkyTrain Station.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report outlines the results of the most recent round of consultation for the OUR CITY
2041 process for the area around the 22 nd Street SkyTrain Station. This consultation
presented three different land use options that were created based on the feedback from
previous consultation and based on direction received from Council. Each of the options
were intended to meet the objectives of creating a neighbourhood main street on Seventh
Avenue and located the highest density uses closest to the station, with other lower density
uses providing a transition to the existing residential neighbourhood.
The feedback received from the community was split between two of the three options
presented. The option with the least amount of high rises was supported by participants who
were concerned about the impact on traffic, the level of change proposed for the
neighbourhood, or the desire to see housing forms other than high rises. The other option that
received support was the one that proposed the highest number of high rises. Participants
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generally supported this option because they felt that a SkyTrain station was an appropriate
location for the density proposed, if not more.
This report requests direction from Council regarding the land use designations for the area.
Both the direction from Council and the community feedback will be used by staff to refine
the next draft of the Land Use Designation Map for the area around the 22 nd Street SkyTrain
Station and related components within the first draft of the Official Community Plan (OPC).
It is anticipated that the draft OCP, including the revised map, will be presented to Counc il in
December, prior to community consultation.
Additional work would need to be completed before development of this area proceeds,
including a traffic study, development of design guidelines, and identification of community
amenities needed for the area. It is expected that this work would commence in 2017.
PURPOSE
This report contains a summary of feedback received during the recent OUR CITY 2041
community consultation held between September and October 2016 that is specifically
related to the area around the 22 nd Street SkyTrain Station. This report requests that Council
provide direction based on the feedback received from the community.
BACKGROUND
Previous Direction
In January 2014, Council endorsed a general scope, work plan and budget for the Official
Community Plan (OCP) review process. At the August 29, 2016 meeting, Council received a
report that outlined a proposed community consultation program for the draft Land Use
Designation Map. This round of consultation is the third major milestone in the extensive
public engagement program, which is now complete. The overall results were presented to
Council at the November 7, 2016 meeting.
Key Goals of the Land Use Designation Map
Toward the creation of the draft Land Use Designation Map, the City explored how to
achieve two key housing goals:
1. Accommodate expected growth.
To be in conformance with the Regional Growth Strategy the City must show how
and where it can accommodate 102,000 residents in New Westminster by 2041. The
City’s own demographic forecast anticipates that the City could grow to close to
104,000 people by 2041. When compared to the 2011 population this means
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approximately 34,000 new residents (16,500 new homes) and 700,000 square feet of
new local-serving commercial businesses over the next 26 years.
2. Increase housing choice.
Currently single detached dwellings and apartment/condo buildings make up more
than 95% of the city’s housing stock. Increasing housing choice in New Westminster
would be achieved by encouraging more ground oriented housing forms. Typically a
ground oriented unit has a separate, exterior entrance directly accessible (without
passing through a common lobby or corridor) from a street or open space.
Community and Stakeholder Consultation
The goal of this last major milestone of the public and stakeholder engagement process was
to obtain community feedback on the draft Land Use Designation Map, which shows the
types and locations of land uses that will be encouraged over the next 25 years. A detailed
summary of the public consultation events and online survey, including how both were
advertised, the demographics of respondents, and all the feedback received, was outlined in a
November 7, 2016 Council report.
One of the areas of focus during this round of consultation was the area around the 22 nd
Street SkyTrain Station. The relevant material that was used during the Our Future City
public consultation events is included in Attachment 1 and the feedback received is
included in Attachment 2. The feedback received through the online survey is included in
Attachment 3. Email feedback receive is included in Attachment 4.
PROPOSAL
Future Frequent Transit Development Area
Definition
Metro Vancouver 2040, the Regional Growth Strategy explains Frequent Transit
Development Areas (FTDAs) as areas that:
...are intended to be additional priority locations to accommodate concentrated growth
in higher density forms of development. They are located at appropriate locations
along TransLink’s Frequent Transit Network. Frequent Transit Development Areas
complement the network of Urban Centres, and are characterized by higher density
residential, commercial and mixed uses, and may contain community, cultural and
institutional uses. Urban design for these areas promotes transit-oriented communities
where transit, cycling and walking are the preferred modes of transportation. (Metro
2040: Shaping our Future)
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Future FTDA at 22 nd Street Station
An FTDA has been proposed as an overlay for the OCP Land Use Designation Map around
each of the SkyTrain stations outside of the Downtown (a Regional City Centre). Though an
FTDA would be appropriate for the area around 22 nd Street Station, more work needs to be
done before the area can begin to redevelop. As a result, the area shown on the map has been
indicated as future FTDA. This area is the focus of this report.
The area has been identified as a future FTDA since more work is required before any
redevelopment can be pursued. Following completion of the OCP update and prior to any
redevelopment in the 22 nd Street Station FTDA the City will:
 Define desired land assembly patterns for redevelopment.
 Identify the appropriate community amenities needed in the area, such as parks,
greenways, child care, and a community centre.
 Determine the appropriate level of Community Amenity Contributions and potential
Bonus Density payments required to help fund community amenities.
 Draft design guidelines for the private and public realm to ensure a high standard of
architectural and urban design, streetscape and infrastructure improvements.
 Conduct a detailed traffic analysis that would explore appropriate measures for access
and traffic.
 Work with TransLink to develop a facility integration plan that will make sure that
future development enhances and works well with the function of the station.
Work on each of these components would be initiated in early 2017.
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Figure 1: Area Identified as the Future Frequent Transit Development Area

Proposed Land Use Designation Options for 22nd Street SkyTrain Station
One purpose of this round of consultation was to gather feedback on the specific locations of
land use designations for this area. To facilitate this discussion staff created three land use
options (shown below), which were based on past feedback received from the community
and Council. Each scenario is intended to allow more people to live close to the station and
to serve new and existing residents by creating:
 Mixed-use development with street-front neighbourhood-serving retail along Seventh
Avenue near the station to create a neighborhood centre high street.
 New community facilities in the area (not shown on the maps).
 High-rise development near the station, with densities scaling down to mid-rise and
low rise apartments and townhouses to transition into the existing residential
neighbourhood.
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Option One: This option has the lowest number of high rises (four high rises) and has the
greatest amount of area designated for mid-rises (three blocks).
Figure 2: Option One

Option Two: This option is in the middle for the number of high-rises (six) and has the
lowest amount of area designated for mid-rises (two blocks).
Figure 3: Option Two
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Option Three: This option has the highest number of high-rises (eight) and the lowest
amount of land designated for townhouses.
Figure 4: Option Three

Consistent Features of All Three Proposed Land Use Designation Options
There are a number of consistencies in the land use designations shown on each of the
options, including:
 “Residential – Detached and Semi-Detached” has been proposed on the east side of
20 th Street due to feedback received from the community during the Community
Conversation on Housing consultation.
 The properties below the SkyTrain line, between 20 th and 22 nd Streets, have been
designated “Residential – High Rise” due to topography of the sites relative to the
SkyTrain station and tracks. The residential high rise form is the best approach for
addressing livability concerns and the site constraints created by topography.

 The properties north of the SkyTrain line, between 20 th and 21 nd Streets, have been
designated “Mixed Use – High Rise.” The residents in this development would
contribute to the viability of the commercial proposed for Seventh Avenue.

 The block at the southwest corner of the intersection of Eighth Avenue and 20 th Street
is designated “Residential – Multi-Unit Buildings.”

 The land designated commercial on 20 th Street in the current Official Community Plan
is designated “Commercial.” The proposed “Commercial” designation would not
allow residential development. Instead these areas are identified for service and auto oriented commercial uses.
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 Blocks between 22 nd and 23 rd Streets are impacted by the SkyTrain tracks and by the
right of way of the BC Hydro lines. As a result, most of the properties in these blocks
are designated “Residential – Townhouse” since this form is seen to be feasible on the
remaining properties.
 The place of worship and surrounding single detached dwellings on Eighth Avenue
are designated “Residential – Detached and Semi-Detached.”

 The existing apartment building on Edinburgh Street is designated “Residential –
Multi-Unit Buildings” to reflect the existing land use.
Figure 6: Consistencies Between All Options

ANALYSIS
Preferred Options
Both the online survey and the in person consultation events asked participants to indicate
which was their preferred option. In both cases, as illustrated in Figures 5, the results
indicated that participants were split between option one (the lowest number of high rises)
and option three (the highest number of high rises).
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Figure 5: Summary of Results – Which of the Three Options Do You Prefer?

Option One
Participants in support of Option One tended to favour this option because of concerns that
additional high rises would increase traffic in the neighbourhood, which is already
problematic. Others preferred this option because they wanted to minimize the amount of
change in the area. Often refinements were proposed that would see a further reduction in the
number of high rises (e.g. by removing the “Mixed Use – High Rise” north of the SkyTrain
line). Another reason for supporting this option was a general preference for the low rise
residential building form, instead of high rises. Participants also preferred this option because
they do not want this area to have the same feel as some other SkyTrain stations with higher
density development.
Option Three
Participants in support of Option Three preferred this option since it included the highest
number of high-rises and since it maximizes the amount of retail space added to the area
some felt that the option should be revised to allow for even more high rises due to the
proximity to the SkyTrain station. Participants also hoped that the additional high rises
would mean that additional amenities would be added to the area.
Summary of Feedback
General Feedback
Many participants were supportive of development around the station and having a mix of
building types, and looked forward to having community serving retail in their
neighbourhood. Participants were supportive of redevelopment because they want new
amenities added to their neighbourhood or because they live in the area identified for
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redevelopment and are ready to sell. A number of the participants who were interested in
selling were also interested in moving back into the new development and saw this as an
opportunity to downsize without having to leave their neighbourhood. There were also a
number of other participants that were not supportive of redevelopment because of concerns
such as the impact on views, increased traffic, or because they live in the area and do not
want to see the area change.
Key Themes that Emerged During Consultation
Themes that emerged were:
 Traffic issues must be addressed: Participants want the City to consider access to the
neighbourhood for vehicles and buses, the functionality of existing traffic calming,
and the impact of Queensborough Bridge.

 Parking is needed: Many participants identified the need for parking in the area to
support commercial businesses, allow for park and ride facilities, and accommodate
drop off/pick up space at the station.
 Improved pedestrian and bike routes are needed: Participants wanted it to be easier
and safer to move to and through the neighbourhood by foot and bike.

 Community amenities are needed in the neighbourhood: Participants want to see new
(or expanded and improved) park space and a new community centre. Participants
also wanted to know where these amenities would be located.

 Mixed opinions about the pace of change: Some participants wanted change to be
gradual and others wanted redevelopment to start in the very near future.

 Design and livability of buildings will be important: New buildings, especially the
street front, need to be well designed. Participants also felt that views between highrises should be a key consideration. Concerns were raised about the impact of noise
on all the potential new residents living next to the SkyTrain line.

 Safety should improve: Participants want redevelopment to help improve safety in the
neighbourhood, especially around the SkyTrain station and in the park located at
Eighth Avenue and 23 rd Street.

 Planning for schools: Many participants wanted to know how the proposed growth
would impact the local schools and felt that any capacity issues should be planned for
before the area starts to redevelop.
 Implementation will be important: Participants had many questions about the
implementation of the new land uses. Participants requested that attention be given to
preventing orphaned lots.
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Location Based Feedback
The following points summarize the main location based feedback received:
 Participants were supportive of the commercial space on Seventh Avenue.
 Some participants felt that existing commercial should not be orphaned on 20 th Street
and instead should be continuous with commercial proposed on Seventh Avenue.
Others felt that the existing commercial should be allowed to redevelop to residential
or mixed-use.
 The strongest support was for the high rises below the station. Some participants felt
that this was the only location appropriate for high rises. A smaller number of
participants felt that there should be more high rises than what was proposed in
Option Three.
 A small number of participants preferred the idea of locating residential high rises
between Ninth and Tenth Avenues. These high rises would have excellent views
without blocking the views of other Connaught Heights residents. Others pre ferred the
high rises to be located along River Drive for the same reasons.
 Many participants felt that Eighth Avenue should be the boundary for the Frequent
Transit Development Area and that the single detached dwelling neighbourhood
should be maintained starting on the north side of Eighth Avenue.
 There was some interest in the 2200 block of Seventh Avenue being identified as a
high rise site as this form would make living next to SkyTrain more hospitable.
 Eighth Street and 20th Street was seen as an opportunity to be an iconic development
and a main arrival point to the neighbourhood.
 Some felt that the entire area should be designated for townhouses or ground oriented
infill housing to help meet the need for this housing form in New Westminster.
 Many participants felt that the BC Hydro lands should be redeveloped as park space.
Capacity Analysis
A high level capacity analysis was done for the purpose of evaluating the differences
between the three options. As outlined in Figure 7, the option that was estimated to have the
lowest number of units was Option Two, but this option had the highest number of
townhouses (by a very small margin). The option that was estimated to have the highest
number of new units added was Option Three, but the lowest number of townhouse units.
Option One is estimated to result in a total number of units that is between Option Two and
Three, and a high number of townhouse units.
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Figure 7: Summary of Capacity Analysis

Option

Number of
apartment
units added

Number of
townhome
units added

Total
number of
units added

Option 1

2,858

325

3,183

Option 2
Option 3

2,517
3,363

327
284

2,845
3,647

FEEDBACK FROM COUNCIL
Before moving forward with incorporating land used designations for this area into the Land
Use Designation Map staff is seeking additional direction from Council.
Question for Council: What is the preferred option and what adjustments should be made to
the preferred option?
NEXT STEPS
Based on the direction received from Council staff will revise the land use designations
included for the area around the 22 nd Street SkyTrain Station in the next draft of the Land
Use Designation Map and the first draft of the Official Community Plan (OCP). The first
draft of the OCP will be presented to Council before going forward with public consultation.
The proposed timeframe for the next steps are as follows:








Present draft OCP to Council (December)
Public Consultation on draft OCP (December/January)
Revisions based on feedback (February)
Present revised OCP to the Advisory Planning Commission (February)
Present revised OCP to Council for First and Second Readings (March)
Public Hearing (March)
Adoption of the OCP once referral process is complete (April)

INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
The OCP is being developed as a coordinated interdepartmental process, focused on creating
a single, commonly-held vision that is supported by the community and understood by all
potential audiences. Interdepartmental teams are involved with research and analysis, and
will continue to be invited to contribute their insights and feedback.
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OPTIONS
The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council provide comment to staff regarding the draft Land Use Designation Map
as outlined in the “Feedback from Council” section of this report, which can be used
by staff to determine the land use designations for the area around the 22 nd Street
SkyTrain Station.
2. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends Option 1.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1: Our Future City Workshop Materials
2: Excerpt of Raw Notes from Our Future City Events
3: Excerpt of Raw Notes from Online Survey
4: Email Feedback
5: Context Map

This report has been prepared by:
Lynn Roxburgh, Senior Planner
This report was reviewed by:
John Stark, Acting Manager of Planning

Approved for Presentation to Council

Jackie Teed
Acting Director of Development
Services
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Lisa Spitale
Chief Administrative Officer

Attachment 1
Our Future City Workshop Materials

22nd Street Station Development Area Options
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This option has the lowest number of high rises (four
towers) and has the greatest amount of area designated
for mid-rises.
Think Option One is the best? Put a dot here!
Use a post it note to add your comments.

WHAT THEY HAVE IN COMMON
• A neighbourhood centre along Seventh Ave.
• New community facilities in the area.
• High-rise development is near the station, with densities
scaling down to mid-rise and low-rise apartments and
townhouses to transition into the existing residential
neighbourhood.
• Mixed-use development with street-front
neighbourhood-serving retail along Seventh Ave near the
Station to create a neighborhood centre high street.
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• Deﬁne desired land assembly patterns for redevelopment.
• Identify the appropriate community amenities needed in
the area.
• Determine the appropriate level of amenity contributions
required to help fund community amenities.
• Draft design guidelines for the private and public ream to
ensure a high standard of architectural and urban design,
streetscape and infrastructure improvements.
• Conduct a detailed trafﬁc analysis.
• Work with TransLink to develop a facility integration plan.
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This option has the highest number of high-rises (eight)
and the lowest amount of land designated for townhouses.

Think Option Two is the best? Put a dot here!
Use a post it note to add your comments.

WORK TO BE COMPLETED PRIOR TO
DEVELOPMENT
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This option is in the middle for the number of high-rises
(six) and has the lowest amount of area designated for
mid-rises.
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OPTION 2
Twenty-fir

Twenty-second St

Twenty-third St

OPTION 1

Think Option Three is the best? Put a dot here!
Use a post it note to add your comments.

LEGEND
Future Frequent Transit Development Area

Residential - Detached and Semi-Detached
Residential - Townhouse
Residential - Multi-Unit Buildings
Residential - High Rise
Mixed Use - Mid-Rise
Mixed Use - High-Rise
Commercial
Utilities and Transportation Infrastructure
Major Institutional

OURCITY

Possible Tower Location

September - October 2016

Attachment 2
Excerpt of Raw Notes from
Our Future City Events

RAW NOTES FROM OUR FUTURE CITY EVENTS
22nd Street Station Area Specific Feedback



Eight/20 SW corner provide opportunity to be cornerstone of redevelopment
option 1 max too many people 2+3








Need commercial on first floor of high rises (Starbucks) townhouses fit within neighbourhood
and would make streets interesting
Entrance and egress from neighbourhood for residents needs to be improved before densifying
addressing traffic flow in the area with any changes proposed
Green Space? Community Space?
Bus only right of way on 6th ave near SkyTrain
Option 3 is best with more high rises near station
Option 3 would be a better choice































What about traffic to get to Queensborough bridge for commuters competing with high rise
residents
22nd area needs community and commercial and high rise for residential
Planned community at 22nd Station
make 22nd like Westminster station with high rise towers and commercial shops
20th st not walkable
20th st orphaned commercial should be continuous along 20th st
more transit! Dynamic to demand school student support
need big core to support uses like #3
Option 2 - I hate it, please don’t change our Connaught neighbourhood
Need better traffic solutions, better pedestrian access to greenway
7th ave must be designed for cyclists, pedestrians, cross town greenway
where is the green space? Keep the greenway, trees, new parks
high rises south side of SkyTrain only
keep detached east of 20th
I support 3
high rises option 3
option 3 ok
yes highrises at 22nd station
high rise option
high rises 3 at 22nd st commercial shops
high rises south side of 20th only
north of 8th ave, keep at detached and semi detached
move the border to the south of 8th ave
the block between 8th ave and Hamilton between 22nd and 21st st has a laneway, would support
cluster houses in this block, lets not block our views and character of existing neighbourhood
high rise development around 22nd st station is desirable in many ways
22nd st needs greenway
parks? Between 22nd/23 st below 7th













































density around 22nd SkyTrain stn to retain SDD area
need community gardens if density increasing
option 1 - like this one because of traffic issues, need transportation study, look at Edmonds trail
like SDD on east side of 20th
Option2 - like the balance, opportunity for increased density but not overwhelming
growth needs to be slow
eighth ave, a lot of new houses already
traffic control doesn’t make sense on lane west of 20th st
already have an influx of population due to second third suites
go from high to low as move north away from stn
area not livable today
the view between apartments is important
need a washroom at the station
commercial on twentieth need parking to survive
garage should be built into house so more backyard
want kids to be safe at SkyTrain station
need a community center and a traffic plan
noise attenuation needed south of SkyTrain
views are important
Option 3 is best
drug use continues in the area
development in land around SkyTrain a good idea
I support high density, consistent with regional policy and environmental policy
consider how to make it safer around 22nd st stn
in favour for option 1 with high rises on lower portion, fix traffic on 20th to bridge
in favour of option 1
favour of option 1
high rises along the south side along SkyTrain to 20th-23th only
need amenities, green space and community center
redevelop BC hydro right of way as green space
green space on BC hydro right of way
in favour of opt 1
high rise development around SkyTrain is doable and a good idea
high rises south of SkyTrain track from 20-23rd
reconfigure Queensborough as proper with no lights
option 2 is good
community center mixed use
retain heritage by taxing demo disposal
22nd st station planning consider parking and drop off
like low rises instead of towers
need a dog park this side of Stewardson (eighth ave)
like commercial around SkyTrain
green space needs to go with density












would like to see some rowhousing in Connaught heights
prefer option 1
in favour of option 1
option 2
In favour of option #1
Development around SkyTrain is a very viable and economically good idea
minimum SF you need to build high rise you have proposed
High rise development area around SkyTrain is a great idea
Option 3 - econ, env, socially
is there a community center planned for the west end?

























Densification options that make room for some residential townhouse options to balance out high
rise culture
in favour of option #3
high rise around 22nd SkyTrain st commercial, banks, shopping
3 high rise shops
22nd SkyTrain hi rise with as many as possible option3
height restriction for high rises?
densification a greater need for school options, recreation and outdoor play areas
make the mid density areas scooter friendly - not 3 story units with stairs
cluster homes in cul-de-sacs for older people to move into
lower towers more bedrooms for family units.
make Connaught different from 8th & Columbia
favour option 3 and density along sixth and eighth aves
no row houses they are terrible floor plans, like townhouses on two stories
like mid rises
less density due to lack of schools
no high rises west of twelfth st
don’t build as high as las Vegas strip
increase density in the area, option 3, without limiting options for all types of designs
option 3 near the SkyTrain density looks good
option 3 higher density is best
option 3 is perfect us to SkyTrain
option 3 high towers
don’t increase density on north side of sixth ave, congestion already
I would like to see hi rises between 9th and 10th ave they would have 360 views and the existing




I would like to see cluster housing, we have too much traffic in our neighbourhood already,
adding more people will definitely impact the already congested area
leverage all the corridors that exist already, need more vibrant shopping street
I'd like to see more green spaces, parks space, where people can play




I would like to see high rises down by the river so not to obstruct our views and low rise by the
station would not obstruct our views
next open house please include traffic solutions, don’t just leave that up to the developers
think about the present congestion of 20th st and Queensborough bridge










we should have been having these discussions 30+ years ago before the SkyTrain came through,
when we knew SkyTrain was coming - we have invested too much in our homes to suddenly
become a high congestion area






please don’t change Connaught heights drastically. Keep in mind current traffic problems and
don’t make them insupportable with thousands more moving in who not everyone will be taking
public
like the idea of 7th ave high street! Greater amenities and small business
bus HOV on 23rd st should be accessible to help ease 20th st traffic
parking? sometimes we cant park in front of our house and we have to pay to have an annual pass
sidewalks and green spaces





projects like City in the park (Edmonds) not bad as very parklike, possible options. Areas like
Callingwood Joyce unacceptable
traffic issues ie 7th to 20th, 8th to 20th, total mess, what will happen with redevelopment
improve safety around SkyTrain, pedestrian connection to water and grindstone park
schools in west end Connaught heights will be overfilled, already have portables





























7th ave 20th st traffic congestion and bus backups, need separate access, decrease traffic on 20th
st and 6th ave
need better pedestrian cycling connection to waterfront, continue greenway connection, bridge
walk over 20th st
increase green space in this area, too much density decrease green spaces
use towers to open up some green buffers along streets for softer eco look and feel on high street
increase safety around 22nd st station for pedestrian, better sidewalks and street lighting
what about 20th street traffic it is a nightmare now
option 2 is alright as long as it doesn’t look like new west station
how is the city going to help the school district accommodate more students
please ensure tastefully designed. Ideally this level of densification will bring in enough revenue
to community center and park
city will need to acquire land for community center
maximise the density to the max for community amenities and the whole neighbourhood
option 3 is perfect we need top number of residents to support business City's expenses, and this
is a major SkyTrain so it will not add much car traffic. Please add school.
setback, shops for the community, as well hopefully a minimum of 40% of development will
have at least 3 bedrooms for families
but where is the park?
option 2 - this commercial street is broken with this residential block
duplex zoning should be preferred over laneway house (crime and family options)
option 3 - high rise all the way to 23rd st
add a no orphan lot policy
need to negotiate hghirise with developer to get more back to the community
no orphan policy in development areas
support community center at Grimston park, 7th, 9th, better amenities, grade usage for slope and
sport
redevelopment of grimston park



























commercial space needed to answer the needs of the area
agreed! Allow duplex in light yellow zones
allow duplex side by side or front back
need west end community center and possible arena
need to make 22nd like new west station, grocery stores, café, restaurant, and a library would be
a welcome addition
can not reduce the off street parking of any type of infill
can you restrict occupancy based on age on some developments, we currently have townhouses
that are age restructured
commercial space needs to answer the needs of the area, grocery store, pub, not nail salon corner
store
option 3 needs grocery store near SkyTrain
support option 3 of 22nd densification - allow co-op cars
support opt 3 densification of 22nd st, plan in extra parking for park+ride, parking for
commercial area
at the moment risky for the home owners
if the lot meets for a duplex should be allowed without special hearing before council
duplex lot zoning should be permitted
Give bicycles a painted crossing now from 22nd station to Grimston park bike path to sixth st
like the idea of stuff happening at 22ns st. building dev needs to have carefully thought out space
so that is successful
seventh st don’t like commercial along 7th because it will be empty commercial near 22nd
flexibility of commercial space is key @ 22nd station, not like new west station
love walking to stores commercial, consider commercial node in center of west end people can
walk to 22nd maybe uphill, along 6th ave commercial node in middle of SF area in Brow lower
12th

Attachment 3
Excerpt of Raw Notes
from Online Survey

OUR CITY 2041 - Official Community Plan Update
What is your neighbourhood?
Number of respondents : 338
Choice

Total

%

McBride Sapperton

83

24.56

Massey Victory Heights

14

4.14

Brow of the Hill

33

9.76

Moody Park

19

5.62

Queens Park

15

4.44

Glenbrooke North

48

14.20

West End

35

10.36

Connaught Heights

36

10.65

Downtown

32

9.47

Queensborough

7

2.07

Outside New Westminster

16

4.73

22nd Street Station Development Area Options. Please select your preferred option
Number of respondents : 143
Option 1: lowest number of high-rises (four towers), and the largest area designated for mid-rises (4-6 stories)
Number of respondents : 126

Choice

Total

%

First preference

65

51.59

Second preference

27

21.43

Third Favourite

34

26.98

Option 2: More high-rises (six) and has the lowest amount of area designated for mid-rises.
Number of respondents : 123

Choice

Total

%

First preference

33

26.83

Second preference

76

61.79

Third Favourite

14

11.38

Option 3: Highest number of high-rises (eight) and the smallest area designated for townhouses.

Number of respondents : 127

Choice

Total

%

First preference

40

31.50

Second preference

14

11.02

Third Favourite

73

57.48

Tell us why?
-too much density --- Burnaby is turning all their skytrain station areas into towers -- Brentwood/ Metrotown/
Lougheed City -- but it creates huge traffic issues (people still insist on using their cars) ...along with crime and
other social problems associated with that many people packed into a small area ..
-More units need in areas around public transit stations, especially train stations
-New West has many condos for early family years (2 bedrooms) and an excess of single family homes, but little 3bedroom units with more than 1000 square feet for families with older children. Low rises with 3 bedrooms and
ideally 3-bedroom townhomes would provide the best option for these families.
-I don't live in this area so I would prefer not to comment or choose an option, but the survey will not let me continue
without doing so.
-To partially preserve the character of the neighbourhood.
-I don't think building in large scales improves livability. High rises ruin the views and the sun.
-The larger units in the mid rise buildings might be more conducive to building communities because they might
attract more young families to move to New Westminster. The high rise buildings often attract a lot of rental
properties in other municipalities like Burnaby or Vancouver & I prefer the first option.
-Eight high rises is a substantial change to a somewhat small area.
-Increase density nearby the skytrain station
-I think it's important to have affordable housing available for families.
-New West should increase density near skytrain stations, as well as 6 & 6 (e.g., from 4th avenue to 6th avenue,
between 6th street and 8th street). This would be most green solution as people would walk more, drive less.
-In reality though, I don't want to see a loss of single family homes to this development.
-I'm guessing that the lack of things to do in the area & deserted vibe has to do with maybe not enough people to
support the businesses.
-Adding too many high rises in the area will only make the traffic congestion worse than it already is. Fix that issue
and #2 might work.
-West end already grid locked much of the time.
-Whatever is built here needs to provide community amenities (library, daycare, park, etc.). These amenities are
more likely to be built within a high-density development.
-As with the Skytrain developments done in Burnaby, (Brentwood, Metrotown and Middlegate) and now Coquitlam,
high rise buildings appear to be a more practical solution to allow tenants to rise above the noise and pollution in
their neighbourhood, while having access to light rapid transit to and from work and directly to their front door. And
yet I don't live in that area, so it is really none of my business how this area is rezoned. YOU SHOULD BE ASKING
THE HOME OWNERS DIRECTLY AFFECTED BY THESE CHANGES.

-More density needed!
-They are all pretty much equal to me.
-I strongly disagree with keeping *any* land near transit zoned exclusively for detached homes, and Option 2
inexplicably keeps an extra block of that.
I want whatever can house the most people, and that seems to be Option 3.
-Density near stations is the best option. A greater amount of land available for multitasking development is my
preference. Mid rises slightly favoured over high rises. Commercial development is much needed in this
neighbourhood.
-entire area should be row housing to mid rise
-There should be no detached housing anywhere near a mass transit node. Increase the number of high rises as
well as the area designated for townhouses.
-My preferences are 1. mid-rises, 2. high-rises, 3. townhomes, and 4. detached housing.
-All designations in this area should be at a minimum townhouse. This is not an appropriate zone for single family
residents.
-Don't need to keep squishing people in.
-Even though I'm fairly pro-density, I choose option 1 because any number high-rises will rise out of the current
nothing. That will be a huge change. Will this station support a very dense centre? Is has not so far. I know that
SkyTrain stations are supposed to spur development, and I would be in favour here, but will it happen?
-Fewer detached homes.
-missing middle is biggest piece of puzzle that we do not currently have.
-I'm assuming that Option 2 will better support retail with more density. The transition to townhouses also makes
more sense. I don't think that there should be any single family home designation within this station area, including
along 20th Street. Lowest form should be townhouses.
-Would like to see more non-strata options. There is not much difference to me between the choices. Also, I really
like mid-rises, but think that this is perhaps a good location for high rises provided there is a huge commercial
element. In my opinion, businesses should be near SkyTrain stations and residences should be within walking
distance. Overloading residences at stations is silly because people take trains to work and shopping more than
they take trains to visit others living in apartments.
-Logic
-Greater residential density around skytrain stations encourages people to use skytrain over private automobiles
which would be A Good Thing from environmental and individual convenience standpoints. It would also provide
more tax revenue for the city. IMHO, this should be the approach for all Skytrain stations. The New Westminster
Skytrain area is a case in point where this approach seems to be working very well.
-Hi-rises work best around a Skytrain station as already demonstrated at developments like Brentwood and
Metrotown in Burnaby, Lougheed Centre and our very own New Westminster Skytrain Station.
-Although I agree this area close to excellent transit should be higher density there is nothing else there, so
everyone has to go somewhere else to do all their shopping and business- that is to other communities. It will not
be a walk-able community.
-Insufficient commercial support in the area - mid-rises and townhouses more useful for family development
-The third option features more Mixed Use area, essential for a transit hub like 22nd Street Station. Please study
the new development around Brentwood and Lougheed Town Centre skytrain stations: mixed use and master-

planned communities are possible and desired by many people! Please consider awarding design/development
bids to a company willing to take on the whole area, to encourage a master plan. Let's avoid a fractured design like
Metrotown.
-this option provides the largest area for high rise which will make this a viable proposition for a land developer. It
allows for the highest benefit to the community for amenities. This area has been basically ignored for community
amenities for decades.
-This transitions the neighborhood better when there is a mixture of a small number of towers, some mid-rise,
townhomes mixed into a single family neighborhood.
-There's too much traffic in that area already. Increasing density would make that area unliveable and worsen the
traffic for the rest of us who commute through.
-If anything, high density should extend further north also. I like walkable neighborhoods, like Edmonds, New West
station, Joyce station. the lower mainland need more afforable accomodation, and buidling denser by a skytrain
station is the answer.
-i prefer option 2 because it has more town houses than mid-rises and keeps the overall heights lower
-Townhouses give neighbourhoods character ( after detached houses that is) and high rises uglify and take the soul
out of neighbourhoods, particularly in historical cities like NW. However I agree that more density is needed around
skytrain hubs, to reduce car usage. Therefore myfavourite is option 1.
-Townhomes are preferable to high-rises for livability. The area of townhomes should be expanded on all options.
-Option 3 would destroy the neighbourhood. much of the homes would look at nothing but towers. myself i would
lose the most as there would be towers across from my home, likely destroying much of my view and potential
property value. in addition the traffic brought on by the towers would be more than the area can handle. currently
there are times when i have to drive up to 10th, down byrne road and along marine drive to 23rd in order to get
home due to the traffice congestion / chokehold that exists on 20th street and the roads that feed into it (8th
avenue)
-Personally, I do not feel comfortable as a resident of Sapperton stating what I think should happen to the area
where others live. I think the people of that area should determine the direction of their community. I feel that there
are many people, usually those who do not live in an area, who are simply crying "Densify! densify!" without
considering the implications for the people who will be most directly impacted by such decisions. If the residents
around 22nd Street Station feel that they should densify, have them make the decision among the above three
options, or, perhaps, allow them to come up with other options. I think the worst possible thing for that particular
area is to build it up with towers and other forms of high-density housing, as the traffic in that area is already a mess
on the best days. Although we can fantasize that everyone moving into new townhomes and condos will only take
transit, the reality is that there will be hundreds more cars coming into that community, and have limited options on
how to exit the area, compounding an already existing traffic nightmare. The 22nd Street Station area is not like
Lougheed or Brentwood (nor are most areas in New West, including Sapperton); we do not have multiple areas to
move traffic around in that little area. Densification without proper transportation infrastructure is irresponsible. Yes,
we need to allow for growth in our City to accommodate for some of Metro Vancouver's growth. But we have to
realize that we are NOT Burnaby, or Coquitlam, or Surrey, or Langley, all of which have endless supplies of land.
We can only do what we can do, and I worry that we are trying to do too much.
-need larger area for townhouses and mid-rises
-I think light densification will work - do not live in the area hence cannot comment
-I feel the city is downplaying the transportation issues that the significant increase in density at 22nd st station will

introduce.
-This neighbourhood or parts of it have been in decline for years. The focus of building high density around skytrain
stations has been happening for years. Maximizing density here is smart planning.
-High rises aren't nice to look at, and don't foster community. High density in my experience means low sense of
community. Option 1 has the high rises only nearest the train hub and the least amount which is why it's my
preference. It still leaves room for mixed use buildings with commercial opportunities near the station
-That area is ripe for development but you will need to be prudent as there are a lot of nice older single detached
homes in the area. It could easily lose its charm.
-This area needs to densify a lot and hopeful harbour some community feel and a community commercial hub.
-I do not believe we will have the skytrain capacity to accomodate much more density. Trains will be full once they
get to 22nd street. 22nd street area needs to be developed like everywhere else....combine residential, commercial,
industrial, even schools, etc so people have less need to get onto transit. We should plan our community so it is not
just a place for people to be able to get onto transit to go somewhere else.
-We need better road and bridge infrastructure
-I would prefer an option with no highrises. Traffic in this area is impossible already, adding more high density won't
help. This is an area with access to the SkyTrain and bike paths and would benefit from lower buildings with
streetscape.
-I see no need to modify this area in such an extreme way. What is wrong with single family, or single family with
moderate infill? Why can't we have the confidence to keep things how they are. It's not like this is a 100 year plan.
-Much more density is needed there!
-Additional residential density around sky train nodes is appropriate as long as there is adequate commercial to
service these residents, like a grocery store
-All of these fail in the lack of mixed use and commercial. People will avoid use of their cars if restaurants, services
and convenience stores are within easy walking distance. I realize that the New Westminster Station and Brewery
District mixed uses are developing slowly, but these are definitely the direction of the future
-Keeps the charm of Connaught Heights while addressing needed infrastructure for the area.
-any highrises will cause severe traffic problems on 20th st and on and off the queensborough
-I really feel that we don't have enough townhouse options for families and folks who want gardens. Being in touch
with the earth is vital to many people and raises children with a connection to nature. An occasional walk in a park
isn't enough. As well, the garden provides vital habitat for birds and insects that super groomed high rise and mid
rise gardens don't.
-I don't feel that I can comment as I do not live in that neighbourhood and am not affected as a property owner as
this area is re-developed. Does every skytrain station have to be enveloped with high rises? Do we really need
more or would people rather have more other affordable choices like lo-rise condos with 2-3 bedrooms and
townhouse/rowhouses? I find the lo-rise (4 storey) residential buildings so common in Vancouver, much more
neighbourhood friendly as they transition visually with detached properties. Note: the survey did not allow me to not
make a choice -but I do not prefer any of these options
-The highest density should be encouraged at the Skytrain station. Mixed use should be permitted here as well to
attract ground oriented business into this neighbourhood.
-None of the options is a good one (I've picked Option 2 as the least objectionable of three bad choices) . The block
by block designations are too restrictive. There needs to be a Peach/Orange combination between Edinburgh St
and Hamilton St from 23rd St to 20th St inclusive (6 square blocks) and Hamilton St to 7th ave / 23rd St to 21st St

(2 square blocks). There should be the option for both townhouses/rowhouses and ground level infill for this entire 8
square block area. The remainder of the 22nd St Skytrain area should be a combination of Light Purple and Dark
Brown.
-this are should remain residential and highrises should be build east of 20th street along six avenue. adjacent to
the park, convenient for families not having to cross busy 20th street to go to the park wit their children, safe
distance from the skytrain station. I have a daycare at 1917 Marine Way, and would love to expand my services if
the highrises were built where the daycare is, so close to the park and safe, relaxing for families.We could plan to
create space for a bigger daycare in the highrises. It would just be ideal in my opinion. I don't agree that building
highrises on the west side of 20th is a good idea. No park, a lot of traffic as is. Not a good environment for so many
families.
-Need more high rises being close to the skytraine station
-Even though option 2 is my first preference I don't fully approve because the area around the 22ND street station
has such limited densification options. With no peach or brown area variations, developers will focus on maximizing
profit margins. More attractive lower profit housing scenarios will not be possible. Ground level infill, triplex and
quadraplex housing would add a lovely variety of housing options and ensure that the area doesn't come out
looking bland and repetitive.
-I understand that highrises around skytrain stations is now the trend to get access to transit, but the increased car
traffic that will generate must also be taken in to consideration
What is you age?
Number of respondents : 133
Choice

Total

%

20 and below

1

0.75

20-35

34

25.56

36-50

50

37.59

51-65

41

30.83

65+

7

5.26

Choice

Total

%

Rent

21

15.79

Own

112

84.21

Neither

0

0.00

Do you rent or own your home?
Number of respondents : 133

End of the report 11/7/2016 7:25:22 PM Eastern Standard Time

Attachment 4
Email Feedback

EMAIL FEEDBACK RECEIVED
Email Received September 29, 2016
Hello, I won't be able to attend the upcoming workshops, so I've included some thoughts to keep
in mind here:
1. I love the idea of increasing infill/density around skytrain stations. Please consider a developer
that can deliver a Master-Planned community design and implementation for 22nd Street Station.
For example, Shape Properties/Shape Living (shapeproperties.com) is a leader in comprehensive
community designs that consider all aspects of living around skytrain hubs (ex. Brentwood
Station and Lougheed Town Centre).
2. The area around 22nd Street Station is a great example of how poor our city's bike routes are.
The transition from the BC Parkway under the skytrain route to 7th Avenue is a horrible design,
inviting pedestrian/biker/vehicle accidents. Ideally, the old CP Rail route should become a bike
path—with bicycle right-of-way at intersections—continuing right past the skytrain station.
Thanks for your consideration and community consultation.

Email Received October 8, 2016
Hi,
Unfortunately, I missed the last community meeting and I just had a question that I was hoping
someone could answer for me. I noticed that all 3 options presented for our area, our block is the
only one not affected. I was wondering what the rational was for that.
Our block of 8th ave is the only block in all of New Westminster that does not have a side walk
or any city parking exemption. It continually gets overlooked for all city planning and services.
I find it peculiar that all blocks have been looked at for various options except for ours and
wondering if there is something that we are unaware of. Are there any short term and long term
plans for our block of Connaught Heights?
Thank you for your time and I look forward from hearing from you.
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